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It’s the
biggest
social
justice
movement
of our
generation

Have you ever thought about going
vegan? Perhaps vegetarian? Or have
you heard about the vegan/plant-based
movement and thought it sounded
interesting? Well if so then this E-Book
is for you, the tentative and perhaps a
little-intrigued individual. In fact, it’s for
anyone that has any level of interest in
veganism at all.
It’s also worth noting that its written
by two ‘everyday people’ who only a
few years ago loved animals but also
ate them. We, like many, didn’t draw a
connection between our food and the
animals we thought were so damn cute.
5 years later we are 100% vegan and
incredibly passionate about making
the transition as easy as possible for
the everyday person. We became so
passionate that we decided to start
‘Let’s Go Vegan’ as a destination
for those looking to get educated
and connect with other likeminded
individuals.
This e-book is part of ‘Lets Go Vegan’
and is a brief collection of the things
we have researched and discovered
over the last few years. We hope you
find it helpful, thought-provoking and
something you can refer to over time.
Have feedback? we are always happy
to hear it!
Hit us up at: hey@letsgovegan.com.au
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The
First
Shop
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The first shop
is always the
hardest!

hen you embark on the journey of veganism it can feel as though
everything you’ve ever known is being questioned and you
are relearning everything you thought you knew. This can be
daunting and overwhelming but easily overcome once you know what
to look for. The first food shop is a great opportunity to get out of your
comfort zone and begin to discover all the new and exciting offerings.
The good news is that in 2018 its now easier than ever to do so, with so
many great vegan options added to the everyday supermarkets such as
Woolworths, Coles & Aldi here in Australia. It’s also worth visiting your
smaller grocers/health food shops. They often stock more vegan specific
items you won’t find in your traditional grocery stores. So this chapter is all
about ‘that first shop’ and how to navigate this whole new vegan world.
Let’s take a look at the basic categories you may be shopping and see how
we can replace some traditional items with delicious vegan alternatives.
Many of items you already purchase could even be “accidentally vegan”
including BBQ Shapes & Oreos (yep!)
If you would like to know more about nutrition, recipes, meal plans or
simply need a little assistance with your first shop, visit Vegan Easy for
plenty of great information. Alternatively, you can always email us at hey@
letsgovegan.com.au and we can point you in the right direction.
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Meat
Just because vegans don’t eat animals, it doesn’t mean we don’t
wish we could still enjoy the taste of a good family bolognese
recipe, a meat pie or a tasty parma!
You can still have it all, just cruelty-free versions.
Made from plants, soybean, tempe and more.
Funky Fields Mince Meat. Just like the real thing! you can make burgers,
bolognese, taco & filling, all your mince fav’s. New to Woolworths at the time of
publication.
With the texture and taste of minced meat, you won’t believe it’s not the real
thing.
Beyond Meat. (big juicy plant-based burgers)
Another big brand to hit the Australian shores. Availability may vary in store so
call before you arrive. They are offering it at a number of fast food outlets, pubs
and grocery stores.
Quorn.
These guys have a range of meat substitutes that are really great! From
schnitzels, sausages and nuggets! Be sure to check the packaging as not all of
their range are vegan, but all are meat-free!
Frys’s.
A great Australian business that does faux meats and products, also a family
run affair so great to support.
Vegie Delights
100% meat free, 100% vegan-friendly. They have a delicious range of
sausages, burgers & hot dogs. Perfect for a summer bbq!
Host a bbq and impress your mates!!
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Milk
Rice Milk, Almond Milk, Oat Milk, Cashew Milk, Coconut Milk &
Soy Milk.
This one comes down to taste and use, so it really depends on your personal
choice. They are all great for various uses.
*	Found in the long life milk section as well as the refrigerated milk
section.
*

Vitasoy do a chocolate, vanilla & ice coffee milk too!
Look out for Bonsoy at cafes. It has a great "milky"
texture for the coffee lovers!

Ice Cream
Ben & Jerrys
In traditional supermarkets you will find 2-4 different flavours in this range,
Peanut Butter & Cookies is our personal favourite!
Halo
So Good - Soy Goodness
Over the Moo
Zebra Dream
Weis Sorbet
Crush up OREOs and add them to your vegan ice cream!
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Cheese
The thing you said you could never give up, well don’t worry we
have some options for you!
Woolworths & Coles have a dairy free refrigerated section with cheese
varieties. You will also find your mock meats, mayo’s, spreads and tofu in this
section too.
Sheese 100% dairy free. Mature cheese, cheddar style, cream cheese,
mozzarella, cheese blocks and slices.
Bio Cheese. A great range that includes cheese blocks, shredded cheese,
feta and butter.
Botanical Cuisine, made in Melbourne it’s a little fancier than some of the
others. They have a wide range including fetta’s, spreads, butter & more.
You’ll most likely find this brand at your smaller grocer and health food
stores.
Tofutti - one of the best on the market, the cream cheese is the just like
the real thing. Great for a homemade mac and cheese or a spread on your
morning bagel. You really cannot tell the difference between Tofutti cream
cheese and regular dairy versions. Tofutti also do an amazing sour creamgreat for tacos!
You’ll often find a large variety cheese (feta, melting cheese, spreadable etc)
at your local grocer/health food shop.
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Chocolate
There’s a wide selection of vegan chocolates on the market in 2018. Vegan
chocolate can be used in exactly the same way as regular chocolate, be
it baking a cake or on the couch with a glass of wine. Here are just a few
independent brands that are available here in Australia.
Pumpy Jackson
Loving Earth
Pana Chocolate
According to PETA always look for a high percentage of cacao.
The higher the percentage the purer the bar. Many of the over
70% dark chocolates are cacao-based, not dairy-based.

Yogurt
Vegan yoghurts are as versatile as ‘regular’ yoghurt. Australiana supermarkets have a wide range of coconut and soy-based yoghurts that taste great.
Texture and use are exactly the same, use with muesli, smoothies or with
fruit. Found in the yoghurt section of the supermarket.
-

Soy Yogurt

-

Coconut Yogurt

-

Nudie coconut yoghurt

-

Nakula
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Alcohol
Spirits
According to vegan.com “Every brand of hard liquor - bourbon, whiskey,
vodka, gin and rum is vegan. Nearly all distilled spirits are vegan except for
cream based liquors and products that mention honey on the label.”

Beer, Wine?
A common question is “can you still have beer wine and spirits?”. The good
news is that Vodka is vegan and so are many of your other favourites. A
great resource to find out about beer is www.barnivore.com
Regarding wine, some aren’t considered vegan due to the way they are
produced. During the filtering, process companies can use things like fish
bladders, gelatine, egg whites and seashells. When making the product,
dairy, honey and other ingredients can be used in the final recipe. (www.
barnivore.com)
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Where do you get your
protein from?
Most likely the hardest part of moving towards a vegan lifestyle or
diet is the onslaught of questions you will now be answering!
Luckily we have done the hard work for you and compiled a list of
the most common critiques of ‘going vegan’

Where do you get your protein from?

From a range of sources including leafy green vegetables, nuts, seeds,
legumes, soy, tofu, whole grains, tempeh and more. Protein is found in
a whole range of foods, however, it is perceived that only meat will give
you an adequate amount of protein required to be healthy, but this is
not always the case.
(Please check with a professional that you are getting enough protein. Regular blood
testing and medical opinion is always advised).

Plants feel pain too

Plants do not possess the ability to process and ‘feel’ pain even
though they are living. This is a common argument used against
vegans but fails to make a point as a plant does not have a central
nervous system or emotional faculties that animals do.
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It’s natural. We were born to do it.

This argument would stand up if we all lived on the land and killed
animals with our hands or spear and ate their flesh uncooked. This is
what a lion or a predator would do. The issue is that we do not nor are
we equipped to do so with our natural faculties, teeth and physique. We
once heard an interesting quote referring to our ‘natural’ tendencies:
“You put a baby in a crib with an apple and a rabbit. If it eats the rabbit
and plays with the apple, I will buy you a new car” - Harvey Diamond.
This to us sums up a humans tendency towards decency and our
natural instincts.

do you really think it will make a
difference?
We have always done it, it’s our culture/tradition

Again this argument is an attempt to appeal to the idea of tradition
or culture. A great way to question this belief is to ask a person if they
believe slavery, racism, sexism or other discriminatory behaviours are
acceptable. The reason to ask this is that these were all traditions or
norms at certain periods of time too. A popular belief is that the most
dangerous phrase is: “we’ve always done it this way” and this sums up
the question of eating animals. Just because we have eaten them in the
past, doesn’t mean we should continue in the future only due to the fact
that its the way things have been done. We believe we can do better.
“If we could live happy and healthy lives without harming others, why
wouldn’t we? - Edgars Mission
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It’s done in a humane way

The biggest myth in the industry. What the industry wants you to think
is that the killing of animals is the circle of life and that animals live a
nice long life and are then peacefully put down. This is almost never
the case. They are routinely gassed, stunned, stabbed, mutilated
and worse. Due to the monotony of the abattoir work, many workers
take the liberty to taunt, abuse and humiliate the animals to entertain
themselves. Animals are also very aware and will often comprehend
their impending death before it occurs which is the ultimate cruelty.
There is no humane way to kill a healthy animal.
There’s no way to “humanely” kill something that doesn’t want to die.
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I buy humane & organic
produce
Well, do you care about child labour and all other social issues?

This often comes up as a final defence and is used usually as a
character attack to win back a point in an argument about the
treatment of animals. One way to answer this is to ask if it was a
child charity you were promoting or supporting would that person
question why you weren’t donating to senior citizens? So it begs
the question, how is it relevant to ask about other causes or issues?
It doesn’t mean they are any less important, but remind them you
are standing up and being a voice for the most defenceless on the
planet.

You will never stop the world from consuming meat & dairy

The ‘one person cannot make a different’ argument is one that has
been smashed by so many historical figures it’s hard to believe it still
comes up. But it does, if you are told this, remind them of the story or
Rosa Parks or Gahndi and whether they got the ball rolling on any
important issues in their lives.
Also, remind them that we all have the power to vote with our dollars
and that the only way for companies to change is for consumer
demand to change. Every vegan order is a step in the right direction!
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Not just lettuce & hummus
In 2018 its never been easier to go out for dinner and eat Vegan. Not just
vegan restaurants but so many local dining spots are now responding to
demand and providing great vegan options!
Here are some little tips to make it even easier when heading out.
Call before you arrive & ask if they have vegan options. With a phone call
in advance, they might be prepared to cater for you if there’s no vegan
menu option.
Speak to the chef when you arrive and ask what they can do that’s
vegan-friendly. You may find he or she will put in some extra effort to
accommodate you.
Look for the v or df, these indicate vegetarian or vegan and the Dairy Free
options.
Remove the cheese
Often if there are no options you can request that cheese is removed to
make a dish vegan.
Asian restaurants often have plenty of options, just remember to ask for no
egg.
Become the new restaurant selector in the group. Your friends will
probably be intrigued and very pleasantly surprised if you take them to a
great vegan-friendly restaurant, so offer to expand their horizons for that
next catchup.
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Netflix, Youtube, your local
bookstore, you name it, it has
never been easy to get the info
For years the secrets of the meat and dairy industries have been hidden,
suppressed and dressed up for the consumer. In the internet and ondemand age upon us, the information is now coming out that these
industries may not have our health and wellbeing in mind.
Here are just a few resources and documentaries that have some eyeopening insights for those looking to learn more.

Books:
The China Study - T.Colin Campbell & Thomas M. Campbell
Animal Liberation - Peter Singer
How Not To Die - Michael Gregor (M.D)
Eating Animals - Jonothan Safran Foer
Why we love dogs, eat pigs and wear cows - Melanie Joy PhD
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**Viewer discretion is advised as some contain disturbing and confronting
footage in certain scenes.**
Documentaries
Cowspiracy (Netflix)
What the health (Netflix)
Forks over Knives (Netflix)
Hungry For Change (Online)
A plastic ocean (Netflix)
Earthlings (Online)
Dominion (Online)
Short Videos
Why I’m Vegan (Moby) Ted X Venice Beach
‘Toward Rational Authentic Food Choices’
Melanie Joy
Phillip Wallen - Animals Should Be Off The
Menu Debate
Earthling Ed - You Will Never Look At Your
Life In The Same Way Again
James Aspey - Dear Vegetarians (a turning point for us personally!)
Edgars Mission - Happiest Video Ever
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Always
remember
why you are
doing it
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Cows (beef and dairy)

-- Cows are social animals

-- Like humans, they will make friends and form a bond with herd members
whilst avoiding others (something we can all relate too!)
-- Like people, cows spend 9 months pregnant, forming a strong bond with
their baby.
-- Cows can live up to 20 years (if not killed for meat after 2 years)
-- Calves killed for veal only live for 2 months.
-- Like people, cows spend 9 months pregnant, forming a strong bond with
their baby. Unlike people, often cows are robbed of the chance to bond
with their baby as they are taken from them after birth in order to allow milk
to be produced for human consumption. Cows will bellow for days for their
taken young.
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Sheep (Lamb)
-- Sheep hang out in groups called flocks, they bond closely with other sheep
and protect each other from predators.
-- They can recognise their friends’ faces, even when they have been
separated for years.
-- Sheep are gentle creatures who feel the emotions of pain, fear and
loneliness (just like us.)
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Pigs

(the individual behind the bacon)
-- Highly intelligent, very often more so than our beloved family dog.
-- Social
-- Clean (actually aware of cleanliness, and use mud to shield the heat)
-- Beautifully natured
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Chicken
-- Can remember over 100 faces of humans and animals.
-- Have their own language and have over 30 distinct vocalisations
-- Have full-colour vision just like humans
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Sea Food
Involves ‘by-catch’ which means that all types of sea creatures and animals
are caught and killed in fishing nets. So when you eat sea food you are really
contributing to the killing of all sea life in the process
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Conclusion

Thank you so much for taking the time to read this e-book. We
hope that it is a great starting point for your vegan journey. To
assist in your journey you can stay updated with all the new vegan
news and updates via www.letsgovegan.com.au
Other ways of getting involved are to support local vegan events,
talks, and markets in your local area.
Going vegan is incredibly rewarding, not just for you and your
health but also for the planet + animals too. We commend you on
taking the first step and if we can be of assistance please get in
touch at any time!
All the best,
The Team @
Lets Go Vegan!
www.letsgovegan.com.au

This E-book is a collection of our personal 'opinions' and should
note be used in replacement of professional medical or health
advice. Opinions expressed are our own. Written on September
2018. Please not that products and information may change so
please ensure you check before consuming any products for
new ingredients or derivatives.
Copyright of Lets Go Vegan 2018
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